Graduate & Internships at McConnell Dowell

BUILD YOUR FUTURE ON SOLID GROUND

Georgia
Summer Intern | Hunua 4 Watermain
I’ve been lucky enough to work on and observe many aspects of the job and it’s great being able to apply what I’ve learnt at university to a more practical environment.

Alex
Graduate Engineer | Wynyard Edge Alliance (America’s Cup)
As a summer intern I discovered there’s never a dull moment working for McConnell Dowell. I got awesome insight into how tunnelling work is carried out. It was a no-brainer coming back as a Graduate. Being part of the America’s Cup Project I get to gain unique marine experience with great on-site guidance.

Tyler
Site Engineer | CRL3 City Rail Link Tunnel
The variety of work over the past couple of years has been one of the most enjoyable parts of working with McConnell Dowell. From the construction of open cut pipelines, pipe bridges and culverts to an 18m deep open cut tunnel structure in the middle of Auckland’s CBD CRL C3, there continue to be new challenges and opportunities to gain experience and knowledge.